
Alu-Tech Bodyshell

The well-designed, well-equipped yet affordable Pursuit 
range stands out from the crowd with its stylish and 
distinctive slate grey and polar white exterior with 
contemporary graphics and 14” alloy wheels. 

Offering the lightest weights in the Bailey portfolio, 
Pursuit can be towed by a wide range of tow vehicles.
High quality fixtures and fittings, practical kitchens and 
spacious washrooms make the Pursuit a perfect base 
to enjoy outdoor activities in all weathers, as well as the 
ideal place to refresh and relax afterwards.

Pursuit 530-4
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What makes Pursuit different?

A low-cost light-weight first caravan range in 
a choice of six best-selling layouts suitable for 
couples and large families

Balanced 14” alloy wheels fitted with anti-tamper 
WSL Safety Bolts and a high security entrance 
door lock for additional peace of mind

A stylish and distinctive exterior with a well-
equipped interior to accommodate your 
everyday needs

A fully specified Truma Combi heating system 
with digital control panel for complete comfort 
all year round

The option to upgrade the specification with 
a Premium Pack and sunroof allowing you 
to tailor the caravan to specifically suit your 
requirements

Pursuit 430-4 (Optional Premium Pack and opening sunroof fitted)



Pursuit 430-4 (Optional Amaro upholstery and bed linen shown. Optional Premium Pack fitted)
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Step inside the Pursuit to experience the contemporary 
design and light and airy interiors. Italian design overhead 
locker doors with chrome handles, premium quality 
fabrics and De-Luxe sprung mattresses for fixed-bed 
models add to the high quality look and feel.

Pursuit boasts an impressive range of home comforts 
including a Truma Combi boiler with a user-friendly digital 
control panel, up to five 230v power sockets for all of 
today’s essential electrical equipment, Thetford Duplex 
combination oven and grill, Dometic 103 litre fridge and a 
large separate shower cubicle with a bi-fold door and an 
Ecocamel shower head that’s not only more powerful but 
also uses less water.



Pursuit 560-5 (Standard Spice upholstery shown.  Optional Premium Pack and opening sunroof fitted)
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Status 550 telescopic directional digital television aerial.

Key Pursuit Features
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01

14” Alloy wheels fitted with ‘Security’ tyres and anti-
tamper WSL safety Bolts.

02

High security entrance door lock.03

Loose fit drop in carpets.04

Dual fuel Truma Combi boiler with digital control panel.05

Ecocamel shower head.06

Optional Extras

01 03

04 05 06

07 08

10 12

Polyplastic double glazed opening sunroof with night 
blind in front dome.

08

AL-KO ATC Trailer Control System.10

AL-KO Secure portable wheel lock.09

Optional Amaro soft furnishings with co-ordinating 
curtains, arm rests or bolster cushions (model specific) 
and four standard size cushions.

11

Bespoke caravan bedding sets to co-ordinate with caravan 
soft furnishings (model specific)
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Contents include: AL-KO 3004 AKS Stabiliser. | Branded 
Radio/CD/MP3 player with iPod/MP3 player connection 
point. | Floor mounted steel spare wheel & retainer. 
| Exterior door flyscreen. | Stainless steel 800 watt 
microwave oven.

Premium Pack07
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Berths 2 4 4 4 5 5

Internal Length 4.180m / 13’9” 5.226m / 17’2” 5.713m / 18’9” 5.713m / 18’9” 5.713m / 18’9” 5.713m / 18’9”

Shipping Length 5.410m / 17’9” 6.470m / 21’3” 7.380m / 24’3” 7.380m / 24’3” 7.380m / 24’3” 7.380m / 24’3”

Overall Width 2.230m / 7’4” 2.230m / 7’4” 2.230m / 7’4” 2.230m / 7’4” 2.230m / 7’4” 2.230m / 7’4”

Overall Height 2.61m / 8’7” 2.61m / 8’7” 2.61m / 8’7” 2.61m / 8’7” 2.61m / 8’7” 2.61m / 8’7”

Internal Headroom 1.96m / 6’5” 1.96m / 6’5” 1.96m / 6’5” 1.96m / 6’5” 1.96m / 6’5” 1.96m / 6’5”

Awning Size 843cm 955cm 1045cm 1045cm 1045cm 1045cm

Tyre Sizes 195/70 R14 LI96N 195/70 R14 LI96N 185/R14C LI104N 185/R14C LI104N 185/R14C LI104N 185/R14C LI104N

MTPLM 1090kg / 21.5cwt 1229kg / 24.2cwt 1377kg / 27.1cwt 1374kg / 27.0cwt 1394kg / 27.4cwt 1441kg / 28.4cwt

MRO 918kg / 18.1cwt 1036kg / 20.4cwt 1175kg / 23.1cwt 1172kg / 23.1cwt 1182kg / 23.3cwt 1229kg / 24.2cwt

Total User Payload 172kg / 3.4cwt 193kg / 3.8cwt 202kg / 4.0cwt 202kg / 4.0cwt 212kg / 4.2cwt 212kg / 4.2cwt

Bed Sizes

Front Double 5’6” x 6’8” 4’2” x 6’8” 4’10” x 6’8” 4’10” x 6’8” 5’3” x 6’8” 4’10” x 6’8”

Front N/S Single 6’2” x 2’5” 4’9” x 2’5” 5’10” x 2’6” 5’10” x 2’6” 5’8” x 2’6” 5’10” x 2’6”

Front O/S Single 6’1” x 2’5” 5’1” x 2’5” 5’2” x 2‘6” 5’2” x 2’6” 5’8” x 2’6” 5’2” x 2’6”

N/S Single - - - - 5’7” x 2’4” -

N/S Rear Single - - - - - 5’7” x 2’6”

O/S Rear Single - - - - - 5’11” x 2’6”

N/S Rear Fixed Single - - - 6’8” x 2’4” - -

O/S Rear Fixed Single - - - 6’4” x 2’4” - -

Rear Bunk - - - - - 6’3” x 2’0”

Rear Fixed Bunks - - - - 6’0” x 2’1” (x2) -

Rear Double - - - - - 6’8” x 5’7”

Rear Fixed Double - 6’3” x 4’6” 6’3” x 4’6” - - -

Technical Specification
Alu-Tech Bodyshell

400-2
+ +

430-4
+ + + +

Pursuit 530-4
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A tolerance in the MRO has been allowed for in the calculations of Payload Margins. The awning length measurement shown is to be interpreted as a guide only and an 
enquiry should be made to individual awning manufacturers as to the correct size. Visit www.baileyofbristol.co.uk for Pursuit metric bed sizes.
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Alu-Tech Bodyshell Construction System

Prior to the introduction of the Alu-Tech construction system 
in 2009 there had been little change in leisure vehicle 
bodyshell design for over thirty years. Whilst conventional 
construction served us well during that period with the 
advances in production technology and materials we asked: 
was there a better way? 

Two years in the making and the result was the development 
of our patented Alu-Tech design technology which takes a 
completely new approach to bodyshell construction. Using a 
unique interlocking aluminium external framework to which 
the body panels are bonded and then clamped using internal 
fixings it has a much stronger and more rigid shell which 
provides greater protection against the elements.

The sole use of thicker fully laminated panels in this new 
assembly greatly enhances the thermal performance of the 
shell, making our caravans genuine four-season vehicles. 
The replacement of the timber elements in the sides and 
roof with a composite plastic internal skeleton and GRP wall 
linings, in conjunction with a significant reduction in the 
number of external joints and fixing points, enhances its 
resistance to moisture ingress. 

When you consider that these benefits of ownership were 
achieved without a cost or a weight penalty you can begin to 
see why the Alu-Tech construction system is so unique.

About Alu-Tech

Extreme Testing

Equivalent to 40 years accelerated life testing carried out at 
Millbrook Proving Ground on numerous road surfaces

Tested in extreme temperatures as low as -28°C and as high 
as 40°C in a climate control chamber
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Sole use of thicker laminated bodyshell panels covered in 
an impact resistant outer GRP skin

Increased strength and durability providing greater 
protection against the elements

Enhanced thermal insulation capabilities to enable 
holidaying all year round

Interlocking aluminium extrusion external framework 
with internal fixings

Increased strength and durability providing greater 
protection against the elements

Minimises the number of potential water access points 
to improve the overall integrity of the shell

Timber free upper bodyshell panels featuring a composite 
plastic internal skeleton and a GRP inner wall lining

Improved durability by limiting the impact any possible 
ingress water may cause

Lighter bodyshell with a more balanced weight distribution

Lighter caravans accessible to owners of a wider range of 
tow vehicles

Increased stability and improved road handling for safer 
towing

Cost neutral design technology 

Advanced technology universally available at no 
extra cost

Features of Alu-Tech
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